Turbo-charge your workout: Not enough time to go to the gym? Then just bring
your personal trainer into your home!
The EMShomeSTUDIO makes it possible to program a custom workout in line
with your training goals and fitness level.

2x arm
and 2x leg cuffs

EM 95 Bluetooth® muscle stimulation device
· 3.5” TFT colour display
· 4 channels with separate controls for adjusting different intensities
· 4 cuffs for legs/arms:
- 2 size S (28–45 cm) cuffs
- 2 size M (36–54 cm) cuffs
· 8 self-adhesive gel electrodes

Practical trouser/belt clip
for comfortable use

beurer EMSHomeStudio app
· Free app available for iOS and Android
· Train with virtualCOACH
· Effective workouts including videos for all exercises

The EMShomeSTUDIO means there’ll be no compromises when it
comes to your training. This high-end EMS device will effectively get
you into your best-ever shape in no time – whenever and wherever
works for you.
1.

+ virtualCOACH

Activate the virtualCOACH in the app and select a predefined
workout, or push your limits with a custom training program.

2. Position the cuffs and electrodes on your body in line with the
specifications in the app/device. Adjust the channels of the EM 95
muscle stimulation device in line with your training goals.
Adapt your training intensity to your everyday life, pursue your
3. training goals with the virtualCOACH and stay focused on your
goal of a defined physique.
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8 self-adhesive gel electrodes
for training abdominal muscles,
for example

MY WORKOUT,
MY POWER!
GETTING ME
INTO MY BEST
SHAPE EVER

EM 95 Bluetooth®

muscle stimulation device

+

EMS TRAINING:
HOW EFFECTIVE IS THIS FITNESS TREND?
Electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) is a widespread and recognised method that has
been used in sports and rehabilitation medicine for many years. In fitness, EMS is
used to complement conventional muscle training, to increase the performance of
muscle groups and to adjust physical proportions to achieve the desired aesthetic

MY WORKOUT,
MY POWER!

+

results, amongst other objectives. There are two different types of EMS application.
One is for targeted strengthening of the muscles (activating application), and the
other is to achieve a relaxing, restful effect (relaxing application).

GETTING ME INTO
MY BEST-EVER SHAPE

Exercise like a pro at home! Use the effective combination of an EMS device,
cuffs, and the free training app for your workout.

POCKET-SIZED, HIGH-END
EMS TRAINER
The new EM 95 Bluetooth® muscle stimulation device
is a pocket-sized, high-end EMS device for use at home.
Four cuffs and eight self-adhesive gel electrodes are included
with the device, and these are controlled via four separate
channels.

ACHIEVE YOUR BEST-EVER SHAPE IN A FEW STEPS

1

Body-sculpting using
electrical muscle
stimulation

2

3 4

4 channels with separate
controls for adjusting
different intensities

Lithium-ion battery.
Battery life: 4 hours

YOUR APP-BASED
PERSONAL TRAINER

We all dream of having defined abs, slim legs, and firm glutes. Now this dream

Get active! The beurer EMS HomeStudio app features versatile workouts to help

is within easy reach, with professional EMS training for use at home, enabling you

you reach your training goals one step at a time. The virtualCOACH shows you

to find a new level of physical well-being.

the correct form for all exercises in your workout. You’ll soon see the first results

Instead of investing several hours at the gym, EMS training for 20 minutes once

from training – not just in your physique but also in your app where there will

or twice a week is enough to achieve the same results.

always be an overview of your performance with the training statistics. So you
can be proud of what you’re doing!

BUILD POWER,
DEFINE MUSCLE,
AND LOOK GREAT!

20 workouts across two
categories: Fitness & Power,
and Relax & Well-being;
50 exercise videos

3 difficulty levels
(beginner, advanced,
and expert)

With trainer
feedback and
detailed statistics

